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Know, protect, empower.

The Four Pillars

Collect. Enrich. Correlate. Visualize.

aramis® is our proprietary technology that allows you to monitor your 
network accurately, promptly and effectively no matter the complexity of your 
organization. In a world where threats are evolving at an unprecedented pace, 

it is crucial to have a comprehensive view of your networks and systems.

COLLECT

CORRELATE VISUALIZE

ENRICH
Data fuels the aramis® engine

Empower and orchestrate the mixture Identify and act — on time

Cyber Intelligence is the nitrous

Passive network probes are strategically
positioned at various nodes within the network, 
depending on the throughput of the monitored flows 
and the amount of data transferred.
Each sensor collects information from the network 
segment in which it is installed, analyses it in real 
time and sends the first results to the local server.
Additional: each sensor can be deployed with
a “honey pot” for deception purposes.

aramis® constantly performs two kind of analysis on 
the collected data:
• Continuous Modulation of its analytics based on 
the dynamic variation of the measured risks.
• Analysis through the AI Engine of the behavior 
of each single network node, in order to detect any 
possible anomaly.

The information is represented in the dashboards 
with an effective “cognitive visualization” approach 
allowing to  promptly highlight any minimum 
deviations from repetitive patterns. These graphics, 
thanks to their zoom and drill down capabilities, 
afford analysts with a powerful tool for the 
identification and analysis of alarms.

On the local server the data received 
from the probes are enriched with 
information from sources such as 
OSINT and Threat Intelligence as 
well as using information specific for
the customer environment.



Machine learning, threat intelligence & advanced cyber analytics

Machine learning

Threat intelligence

Data mining

Incoherence Index: it represents the deviation from the «normal»
behaviour of the network. It is generated by the Bayesian algorithms
designed by the Data Driven Innovation and Cyber Security teams.
Our Machine Learning engine is based on Bayesian Networks,
Support Vector Machine and Bootstrap analysis.

Combines the usage of publicly available OSINT sources and threat 
intelligence provided by the Malware Lab to identify malicious IPs
and DNS, TOR exit nodes and malware inside the traffic analysed
by the sensors. We have several honeypots around the globe to spot 
the latest attacking techniques. The threat intelligence engine gives 
capabilities such as automatic detection of malware and attacks, 
scans Identification of schemas, correlations and attack pattern. 

The platform deployment is composed by a local physical appliance 
and one or more probes (both physical and virtualised) depending 
on your infrastructure.

Our Intelligence driven security operation center, I-SOC, based
in Europe, US and Australia is able to monitor your environment 
24/7. We will not only spot potential threats but we will give you 
our expert advise on the actions to take. Not just detection but 
intelligence driven incident response.

Get your own appliance
and do the monitoring yourself.

Contact our specialists for a demo or a Proof of Value.
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Get our team to monitor
your environment 24/7.

aramis® as a aramis® as a

PLATFORM SERVICE

Alarms generated by the advanced analytics are developed by the 
Data Driven Innovation and by security experts. They are able to do
in near real-time all the analysis that a human network forensic 
analyst would do. On top of the standard analysis, to check the 
network traffic connections such as geolacalization, protocols, 
quantity of data and so on, our team has developed advanced 
analytics to spot threats such as Drive by download, Ransomware, 
DGA, IP flux and more are studied and implemented continuously.


